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Executive Summary

The University District Community Development Association (UDCDA) was awarded a

Round 7 21st Century Community Learning Centers (CCLC) grant from the New York State

Education Department (NYSED) in the summer of 2017 to provide out-of-school time

programming to students at Gloria J. Parks Community Center (GJP).

This evaluation report focuses on information related to the second year of UDCDA’s 21st

CCLC Round 7 Program. It includes information about program design, the evaluation

framework and plan, evaluation findings, progress toward objectives, and

recommendations.

UDCDA provided participants at GJP with 6 weeks of summer enrichment activities, as well

as academic, enrichment, and youth development five days a week during the school year.

UDCDA provides programming to students throughout the neighborhood, but 21st CCLC

funds students from St. Joseph University School (St. Joe’s), PS 81, PS 17, PS 54, PS 32, PS 89,

PS 156, PS 192, and King Center Charter School.

Key findings for this program year include:

• all attendees met the 30-hour participation requirement;

• student and parent surveys indicated overall satisfaction with the program;

• despite some challenges, the program was generally implemented as designed;

• the project director maintained strong collaborations with schools and other

community organizations;

• most process objectives were met; and

• all academic outcome objectives were met.

The following recommendations are presented for the purpose of program improvement:

• encourage schools to participate in Advisory Meetings,

• improve survey administration, and

• discuss the intended outcome of SEL interventions
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Program Description

Program Information

The 21st Century Community Learning Centers program (21st CCLC) is a federal grant

program provided to states. 21st CCLC funding supports the creation of community learning

centers that provide academic enrichment opportunities for children, particularly students

who attend high-poverty and low-performing schools. In general, 21st CCLC programs:

• intend to help students meet state and local student standards in core academic

subjects, such as reading and math;

• offer students a broad array of enrichment activities that can complement their

regular academic programs; and

• offer literacy and other educational services to the families of participating

children.

For over 40 years, The University District Community Development Association (UDCDA)

has provided out-of-school time programming to Buffalo Public Schools (BPS) and other

students. In the summer of 2013, New York State Education Department (NYSED) awarded

the UDCDA a Round 6 grant. This type of programming has been offered at Gloria J. Parks

(GJP) since the building was opened in 1992, and for five years, it was offered through a

Round 4 21st CCLC grant held by Child and Adolescent Treatment Services (now called Best

Self Behavior Health).

UDCDA was awarded a Round 7 grant from NYSED in the summer of 2017 to provide out-of-

school time programming to elementary and middle school students at GJP. The program

runs for 6 weeks during the summer, and 5 days a week during the school year (more detail

is provided on p. 14).

UDCDA provides academic and enrichment programming to students who live near GJP. St.

Joseph University School (St. Joe’s) is located across the street from GJP, and has worked

closely with the UDCDA for the past 40+ years. They were the obvious choice for a partner

school for this grant. Because Buffalo does not have neighborhood schools, the students

who live near GJP attend schools all over the city. The largest feeder schools (7 BPS schools

and one Charter) identified in the previous round of funding were selected to be the

additional partner schools for this round. Students and their family members, staff and

administration at the partner schools, and community partners are the key stakeholders in

this project (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1:

Program Stakeholders

Program Goals and Activities

All academic objectives were written to support student behavior and achievement in Math

and ELA, which are priority areas for all the schools, while aligning to the program’s mission

and capacity. The objectives and performance indicators were written in cooperation with

the evaluator during the application process to ensure alignment to state and federal

objectives.

Program Theory of Change and Logic Model

It is anticipated that the UDCDA program can improve the academic achievement and

behavior of participating students by offering a variety of high-quality academic support,

enrichment, and youth development activities. In addition, family support activities are

intended to increase family engagement and help families improve their understanding of

how to support their children in school. The figure below summarizes key activities and

outcomes from the program logic model.

Figure 2:

Key Program Activities and Outcomes

Improved Student Outcomes
• Improved academic achievement
• Improved behavior
• Improved social-emotional strengthEnrichment & Youth Development

Academic Support & Enrichment

Improved Family Outcomes
• Increased family engagement
• Improved understanding of how to support

children

Key Activities Anticipated Outcomes

Family Support & Recreation

Partners

BBH, EPIC, UB, Reinstein
Woods, and partner

school administration

Students

Elementary and MS
Students in the

University District

Families

Family Members of
Program Participants

Program Stakeholders
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The complete program logic model is included as Appendix A. The program logic model was

created by the evaluator in cooperation with program staff and stakeholders at the

beginning of the program year. The logic model includes a variety of outputs and outcomes.

To stay within the evaluation budget, only the items in bold are measured by the external

evaluator for the project.

As seen in the attached logic model, all academic outcomes are expected to result from a

variety of high-quality academic and enrichment or youth development activities. The

quality of these activities was assessed through site visits and ongoing discussions between

the evaluator and program staff. The specific program goals and indicators are listed in the

Evaluation Framework and Plan section.
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Evaluation Framework & Plan

UDCDA selected VIA Evaluation (VIA) as the project evaluator for this grant. VIA has

extensive experience evaluating 21st CCLC and other programs in New York State, and has

provided evaluation services to UDCDA since 2008. The assigned evaluator for this project,

Emily Hagstrom, M.S. Ed. had primary responsibility for the evaluation, and was supported

by research associates, data entry staff, and other evaluators in completion of the project.

Evaluation Approach

VIA takes a utilization-focused approach to evaluation. This approach emphasizes the

involvement of stakeholders in the project development and evaluation process to enhance

the usefulness of evaluation. To this end, VIA worked with staff and program stakeholders

to:

• create and review the evaluation plan and logic model;

• discuss progress toward objectives;

• create and revise templates for data collection;

• create and review surveys and results;

• compile and analyze program data as soon as available; and

• generally advise program staff and stakeholders about evaluation, collecting high-

quality data, and project outcomes.

Objectives and performance indicators were written with assistance from the evaluator

during the application process.

The evaluation team participated in quarterly advisory meetings, conducted site

observations twice during the program year, and assisted the program with survey

administration and analysis. They also completed all required elements in the 21st CCLC

Evaluation Manual in addition to providing ongoing consultation, assisting with Annual

Performance Report (APR) completion; completing the BPS Office of Shared Accountability

(OSA) data request; retrieving data from the district and the private and charter partner

schools; compiling and transforming the data for APR and Annual Evaluation Report (AER),

and local reporting; and conducting appropriate analyses of data.

The evaluation plan was created at the beginning of the project to detail the data to be

collected, by date needed and person responsible. It is attached as Appendix B. The

evaluation plan was reviewed and agreed upon at the first advisory meeting with

stakeholders.

The methods of data collection, transformation, and analysis are reported under Sources

and Methods, at the end of this section. This report is intended to inform project staff and

stakeholders about fidelity of implementation and progress toward project objectives.

The table on the following page details the program objectives and performance indicators.

The performance indicators are measured annually for the project.
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Table 1.

UDCDA 21st CCLC Objectives and Performance Indicators

Objective Performance Indicator

Program Offerings

GJP 21st Century students will
receive high-quality services in core
academic areas aligned with Common
Core and school-day curricula, with
special focus on literacy and writing
skills.

GJPCC will offer one or more high-quality tutoring or academic enrichment
activities to all participants every day of program for at least one hour.

GJP 21st Century students will
receive hands-on enrichment
programming and youth development
activities every day of program.

GJPCC will offer one or more high-quality enrichment or youth development
activities to all participants every day of program for at least one hour.

GJP will provide students and
families with a minimum of 15 hours
of programming per week, on
average, or after-school
programming, with additional
summer programming.

GJPCC will provide at least 16 hours of programming per week during the
school year

GJPCC will provide at least 200 hours of summer programming.

Community Involvement

GJP will maintain collaborations with
schools, stakeholders, and other
community-based organizations
(CBOs) to implement the 21st CCLC
Program for targeted students.

The program will hold four quarterly Advisory Council meetings with the
following participating: project partners, community stakeholders, parents,
students, and school representatives.

GJPCC staff will meet with participating schools and other CBOs and
participate in regional or statewide committees to foster collaboration and
capacity building for after-school program providers.

Services to Families and Other Community Members

GJP will offer parents of
participating students adult
engagement and education activities
to support their students’ education.

50% of students will have a family member attend at least 1 Parent
Engagement Workshop.

10 social or showcase family events will be offered each project year.
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Objective Performance Indicator

Academic Achievement

GJP regular attendees will
demonstrate improvement on
academic achievement measures.

At least 80% of regular participants will meet grade level requirements in
ELA.

At least 80% of regular participants will meet grade level requirements in
Math.

At least 75% of regular attendees in the summer will read 7 books at grade
level and write 7 book reports.

Behavior Change

GJP students will develop strong
internal self-awareness and behavior
controls to maintain positive
behaviors in school and in our
program.

At least 70% of regular attendees will maintain or improve positive school
day behavior.

Annually, 90% of regular attendees will improve their DESSA-Mini Social-
Emotional Total Score by at least 5 units, exit “need” status, or maintain
“typical” scores.

Sources & Methods

This section presents data collection and analysis methods for each type of

objective/performance indicator, as well as surveys and site visits.

Program Attendance and Demographic Information

Due to the staggered arrival times, each student’s arrival and departure time was tracked,

and actual hours of attendance were entered into a spreadsheet to determine the total

amount of participation. Demographic information was collected by program staff, and

confirmed with district data.

OSA provided participant demographic information (e.g., disability status, economically

disadvantaged, English as a New Language) for all BPS students. Staff at St. Joe’s and King

Center Charter provided these data for their students.

Program Offerings

To measure the amount of time the program offered activities, VIA reviewed the program

schedule and calendar and discussed them with the project director. At site visits, VIA

observed the timing and quality of the activities. If any inconsistencies were noted, VIA

discussed them with the project team for clarification.
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Community Involvement

VIA participated in advisory meetings, and sign-in sheets were collected to monitor

stakeholder involvement in meetings. The project director kept a log of other

communication and community meetings in which she participated. The evaluator reviewed

and discussed these logs with the project director.

Services to Families and Other Community Members

The project staff collected sign-in sheets at all parent events. The attendance file has a

column to track family participation of each student. After each event, program staff would

mark each student who had a family member attend the event. This enabled the tracking of

the percentage of students who had an adult family member attend an event.

Academic Achievement

Final class grades were provided by the BPS OSA, St. Joe’s, and King Center Charter. For

students who were graded on a 0-100 scale, a score of 65 was considered meeting grade

level requirements. For students graded on a scale of Unsatisfactory-Satisfactory, a

Satisfactory was required to be considered meeting requirements. Only students who

reached regular attendee status during the school year were included to measure outcome

objectives related to school year grades and behavior.

During the summer program, program staff tracked student completion of the Mayor’s

Summer Reading Challenge, which involves reading 7 grade-level books and completing

book reports on each book read. Only students who reached regular attendee status during

the summer were included in the analysis.

Behavior Change

Teacher surveys and The Devereux Students Strengths Assessment-Mini (DESSA-Mini)

were used to measure behavior change among program participants.

Teacher Surveys

The program created a brief survey that was emailed to school-day teachers of participants

in February to measure student behavior in school. The teachers were asked to rate each

student’s ability to remain calm, composed, and cooperative when facing academically

stressful periods, such as exams, and the frequency they display positive engagement in

learning activities.

Because these surveys were only administered once, the objective could not be measured

this year.

DESSA-Mini

DESSA-Mini is a strength-based, nationally standardized, valid and reliable tool for

screening and progress monitoring of social and emotional competence. The Social-

Emotional Coordinator completed pre- and post-DESSA-Mini assessments for participants.
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The evaluator compared pre- and post-scores. Only participants with both pre- and post-

scores were included in the analyses. To meet the objective, students needed to exit Need

status, maintain Typical or Strength scores on both pre- and post-tests, or increase by 5

points.

Surveys

Program participants and families completed surveys at the end of the program year to

assess program satisfaction and to gather information about program impact. Two surveys

were created: a family survey and a grades 3-8 participant survey. The evaluation team at

VIA designed the surveys using best practices in survey design, particularly for youth in out-

of-school-time settings. Surveys were aligned to program goals and the language was

carefully chosen and simplified for readability based on the age groups. Surveys were

translated into six additional languages and available to programs based on their program

population. The six languages include: Arabic, Burmese, Karen, Nepali, Somali, and Spanish.

UDCDA completed student and family member surveys in Spring 2019. A total of 65

students responded to the student survey, an overall response rate of 36% (of 182

participants). Due to the low response rate, results may not be representative of overall

participant attitudes or needs. The parent survey was administered to parents/guardians of

students in the program. A total of 28 respondents completed the family member surveys,

an overall response rate of 15% (of 182). With so few surveys completed, results may not

be representative of overall parent attitudes or needs. Overall Student and Family Member

survey results for the current program year are included in Appendix C.

Site Visits

VIA conducted two site visits at the site. The first visit, as required by the evaluation

manual, was a check of evaluability and fidelity of implementation. The program schedule,

attendance collection methods, and school-day alignment were reviewed and discussed.

The second visit was completed using a modified version of the Out-of-School-Time

instrument. A variety of activities were observed and rated for quality. Written reports with

recommendations from both visits were provided and reviewed with the project director

and site coordinators. The second site visit (Point of Service Quality) report for the current

program year is included in Appendix D.
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Evaluation Findings

This section includes evaluation findings related to:

• program implementation, and

• participant academic and behavior change.

Program Implementation

UDCDA has run 21st CCLC programming for the past decade, and continued to provide

academic support, enrichment, and youth development activities to elementary and middle

school students after school each day of the program this program year. UDCDA also

provided summer and spring break programming.

The Advisory Council was established, included key stakeholders, and met quarterly. Family

workshops were offered throughout the program year.

Varied school dismissal times was a challenge this year; there is a two-hour window in

which students arrive at the site. Recruitment from the feeder schools also posed a

challenge this year. Previously, students from any school in Buffalo participated in

programming at the site. The new requirements to only serve students from partner schools

limited the students who could attend, and the program had to find alternate ways of

recruiting. The majority of students live close to the center, as seen when reviewing the zip

codes of home addresses. To recruit students from the partner schools, staff spoke with

teachers, and flyers and information were sent home with students at those schools.

Additional information was also hung on public information boards at the schools.

Staff Development

UDCDA program staff attended 21st CCLC conferences and participated in a variety of social-

emotional training opportunities.

Student and Family Feedback

In Year 2, the majority of student and family survey respondents indicated overall

satisfaction with the program. As mentioned earlier in this report, student and family

member survey results for the current program year are included in Appendix C.

Student

Student survey respondents indicated overall satisfaction with the program. Most like the

program, want to come back next year, and feel that program staff care about them as a

person and help them. Most students (93%) indicated that the program helps them do

better in school.

Only 46% of survey respondents reported that they like the food. A summary of qualitative

student feedback is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3:

MS Student Feedback Summary

Family

Family survey respondents indicated overall satisfaction with the program. All (100%)

believe the program is good for their children, report that their children enjoy attending the

program, their child is safe at the program, and they would recommend the program to a

friend. Parents also expressed that the program should provide better food, corroborating

what the students said.

Program Attendance

UDCDA aims to serve 175 students each year of program. According to NYSED program

guidelines, only students who participated in at least 30 hours of program were considered

program participants. Regular participants attended 90 or more hours of program. Program

participants who attended between 30 and 89 hours of program were defined as “not

regular” participants.

As seen in the figure below, the program served 182 students, which exceeds the target. The

majority of students were regular attendees (85%). All attendees met the 30-hour

participation requirement.

Figure 4:

Regular and Total Attendees, 2017-2019

123

15532

27155

182
Target
175

17-18 18-19

Regular

Not Regular

• Activities/Enrichments
• Friends
• Teachers

What Students Like Best

• Offer better food
• More field trips

Student Recommendations
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As seen in Figure 5, over one-third of participants attended only during the summer;

another 37% (68) of students participated in multiple types of programming. Only 40

students attended traditional school-year programming only, and only 60% of these

participants reached regular attendee status.

Figure 5:

Summer and School Year Participation, 2018-2019

Participant Demographics

Grade Levels

The program is approved to serve students in grades 1 through 8. Two students attended

the summer program this year after completing 8th grade, so they were in 9th grade during

the school year. They were included in the participant count. The program served students

across the elementary and middle school grade levels, with slightly fewer students in grades

7 and 8 than other grades.

Partner Schools

GJP partners with 9 schools for this grant. They are PS 17, PS 54, PS 32, PS 81, PS 89, PS 156,

and PS 192, King Center Charter School, and St. Joes. As seen in the figure that follows, the

largest percentage of students came from St. Joe’s, followed by King Center Charter School.

The top four schools account for approximately 78% of the participants.

24

9

0

18

38

64

3

16

8

40

9 8

18

38
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3

Regular

Not Regular

SY- School Year

Camp-BOOM Camp

Sum- Summer
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Figure 6:

Participants by School

Special Classifications

Special classification data were available for 95% (173) of participants. As shown in the

figure below, of the program participants with available data, 8% (14) were classified by

BPS or their school as having a disability. Students classified as Economically Disadvantaged

or eligible to receive free- or reduced-price lunch represented 72% (125) of program

participants. No students were classified as “English as a New Language” (ENL) students.

Figure 7:

Participants with Special Classifications

Gender

Female students represented 56% (102) of the program participants and males

represented 40% (72).
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St. Joe's
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BPS #81

BPS #32

BPS #54

BPS #89

BPS #156
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BPS #64

BPS# 192
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Program Implementation Performance Indicator Progress

The table below summarizes UDCDA’s program implementation-related performance

indicators, and the status of progress toward meeting each this year. The status is presented

in a circle of a corresponding color. The status options are:

Met

Did not meet, but progressed

Did not meet

Table 2.

Performance Indicator Status

Status Performance Indicator

Program Offerings

GJPCC will offer one or more high-quality tutoring or academic enrichment activities to all participants
every day of program for at least one hour.

GJPCC will offer one or more high-quality enrichment or youth development activities to all
participants every day of program for at least one hour.

GJPCC will provide at least 16 hours of programming per week during the school year.

GJPCC will provide at least 200 hours of summer programming.

Community Involvement

The program will hold four quarterly Advisory Council meetings with the following participating:
project partners, community stakeholders, parents, students, and school representatives.

GJPCC staff will meet with participating schools and other CBOs and participate in regional or
statewide committees to foster collaboration and capacity building for after-school program providers.

Services to Families and Other Community Members

50% of students will have a family member attend at least 1 Parent Engagement Workshop

10 social or showcase family events will be offered each project year
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44% 42%

Target
50%

2017-2018 2018-2019

Program Offerings

All performance indicators related to program offerings were met.

Academics are offered from 3:45-4:45pm every day, and rotating enrichment activities are

offered from 5-6:30pm. Enrichment activities change every 10 weeks. Due to the varied

dismissal times of the school, students arrive anywhere from 2:30-4:30pm. The current

iteration of the schedule is an attempt to get the most activity time to all students. Students

who arrive earlier than 3:45pm participate in various additional activities. GJP provides 20

hours a week of services to students during the school year.

A week-long camp was offered during spring break to enhance recruitment and attendance.

Participants were encouraged to bring friends from school who did not currently attend the

program. The camp ran for the 5 days of break, nearly 8 hours a day, so all students who

attended reached the 30-hour attendance criteria for participation. This also provided

parents with much-needed care.

During the summer, the program offers an 8-hour daily summer camp, Monday-Friday, for

six weeks, for a total of 240 hours of summer programming.

Community Involvement

Both performance indicators related to community involvement were met.

The program held four quarterly advisory meetings with representatives from VIA, UDCDA,

Reinstein Woods, EPIC, University at Buffalo, BBH, and St. Joe’s participating, as well as

students and parents. However, representation from BPS schools was a challenge.

The project director regularly met with the schools and participated in regional and

statewide meetings.

Services to Families and Other Community Members

EPIC partnered with UDCDA to provide parent workshops, and UDCDA also offered two

parent orientations. A total of 76 unique students had an adult participate according to

available records. Sign-in sheets for all events were not available due to staffing turnover at

EPIC. As seen in the figure below, recorded participation fell short of the target.

Figure 8:

Family Participation
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In addition to the EPIC workshops and orientations, UDCDA provided a variety of parent

engagement events such as a dances, holiday-themed events, and sports-related party

events. A total of 12 of these events were offered, exceeding the target, as seen in the figure

below.

Figure 9:

Family Events

12

Target 10

Number of parent
events
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Academic Achievement & Behavior Change

Student outcomes are related to improved academic achievement and behavior change.

Student outcome-related performance indicators for UDCDA are summarized in the table

below with the status of progress toward meeting each this year.

Table 3.

Performance Indicator Status

Academic Achievement

ELA and Math grades were used to measure academic outcomes for students who attained

regular attendee status during the school year, and completion of the Mayor’s Summer

Reading Challenge was used for students who reached regular attendee status in the

summer.

Status Performance Indicator

Academic Achievement

At least 80% of regular participants will meet grade level requirements in ELA.

At least 80% of regular participants will meet grade level requirements in Math.

At least 75% of regular attendees in the summer will read 7 books at grade level and write 7 book
reports.

Behavior Change

Unable to
measure

At least 70% of regular attendees will maintain or improve positive school day behavior.

Annually, 90% of regular attendees will improve their DESSA-Mini Social-Emotional Total Score by at
least 5 units, exit “need” status, or maintain “typical” scores.
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ELA Class grades

Among the 81 students who reached regular attendee status during the school year, 64

students had ELA final scores. Of those 64, 60 (94%) met grade level requirements,

exceeding the target, as seen in the figure below.

Figure 10:

ELA Class Achievement

Math Class grades

Among the 81 students who reached regular attendee status during the school year, 65

students had math final scores. Of those 65, 62 (95%) met grade level requirements,

exceeding the target, as seen in the figure below.

Figure 11:

Math Class Achievement

Mayor’s Summer Reading Challenge

A total of 123 students reached regular attendee status during the summer. The Mayor’s

Summer Reading Challenge, which consists of students reading at least 7 grade-level books

and completing book reports, was completed by all students in the summer program, as

seen in the figure that follows.

92% 94%

Target
80%

2017-2018 2018-2019

88%
95%

Target
80%

2017-2018 2018-2019
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Figure 12:

Mayor’s Summer Reading Challenge Completion

100% 100%

Target 75%

2017-2018 2018-2019
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Behavior Change

A program-created teacher survey and the DESSA-mini were used to measure behavioral

improvement.

Teacher Survey

A brief teacher survey was sent out in February, with many teachers responding. However,

with only one administration of the survey completed, the objective cannot be measured.

DESSA-mini

A total of 47 regular attendees had pre- and post-DESSA-mini scores. Of those 47, 6

maintained Typical scores, 21 maintained Strength scores, and 13 improved by at least 5

points, meaning 40 students met the objective. This falls just shy of the target, as seen in the

figure below. Of the 7 students who did not meet the objective, all students dropped from

Strength to Typical. No students scored in Need on either administration.

Figure 13:

Social-Emotional Improvement

85% 85%

Target 90%

2017-2018 2018-2019
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary of Successes and Lessons Learned

Overall, the program continued to offer the engaging, enriching programming that it has for

the past decade under 21st CCLC. Partner schools were engaged, and programming was

scheduled to ensure the enrollment target would be met, which it was. PS 32 had

representation at an advisory meeting for the first time, and the other partners continued

their participation in the meetings.

Student participation was high, with 85% reaching regular attendee status. However, 41%

of these participants only attended summer programming, and were not included in school-

year objective analysis. Camp generally supplemented hours for students already attending;

only 8 new students were enrolled as a result. This attendance pattern and how it impacts

program and outcomes should be discussed at Advisory Meetings.

Recommendations

Encourage schools to participate in Advisory Meetings

The principal from St. Joe’s has been a regular participant in meetings for a few years, and

the Parent Liaison from PS 32 attended this year, but the other two largest feeder schools

have not attended. Gaining representatives from PS 81 and KCCS would be beneficial in

further building the relationships with those schools.

Improve survey administration

The teacher survey was only administered once this year. Ensuring it is administered twice

next year will allow the related objective to measure student behavior. Also, student and

parent survey responses rates were low. The process for ensuring higher response rates

should be reviewed and discussed at an Advisory Committee meeting.

Discuss the intended outcome of SEL interventions

The DESSA objective is worded to target students with “Need” or “Typical” scores at the pre-

test and does not take into account students scoring in “Strength”. Because the design of the

program is for all students to receive the intervention, instead of a targeted group, discuss

the intended outcomes for all students, and modify the related objective if necessary.
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Graduation

College and
Career

Readiness
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Success

Stakeholders
• GJP
• CATS
• EPIC
• Administrative
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• Program Staff
• Students
• Teachers
• Parents

Program Model
• Community

Partnerships
• District Cooperation
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• Advisory Committee
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• Common Core
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• Professional
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Step
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#/Type of Stakeholders
Present at Meetings

Mid-Year Outcomes

Teachers reporting
increased achievement

Students turning in HW

Teachers reporting
increased:
• Participation
• Achievement

Students will be in
school/program

Students will begin to
demonstrate pro-social
behavior

Parents/Family will
provide feedback

Shared decision-making
by partners and
stakeholders

Improved academic
achievement:
• NYS ELA/Math

Assessment
Performance

• ELA and Math class
performance

Improved behavior:
• Teacher reported

school-day behavior
• Social-emotional skills

(DESSA-Mini)

Increased family
engagement

Parents gain
knowledge or skills

All stakeholders
informing program
design

Annual
OUTCOMES

University District Community Development Association, INC.

21st Century Community Learning Centers Round 7 Logic Model

Prepared by Via Evaluation. I tems in bold wil l be measured annually by the evaluator.



University District Community Development Association Program
Gloria J. Parks 21st Century Community Learning Centers, Round 7 Evaluation Plan

Evaluation Activities
(Person Responsible: Emily Hagstrom)

Program/Client Responsibilities
(Shae Herron)

JU
L

/A
U

G

S
E

P

O
C

T

N
O

V

D
E

C

JA
N

F
E

B

M
A

R

A
P

R

M
A

Y

JU
N

JU
L

/A
U

G

Create/modify the program logic model
based on proposal

Review and provide feedback on program
logic model

Regular check-in on activities and data
review/analysis (as available)

Provide available program data to Via
Evaluation (see next page)

Attend Advisory Council (AC) meetings (as
necessary); Complete Evaluability Process
Checklist 1 at initial AC meeting

Facilitate quarterly AC meetings

Complete the Fall Site Visit sand provide
visit summary to program staff; Complete
Evaluability Process Checklist 2 at Fall Site
Visits

Facilitate the completion of the site visit by
providing blackout dates and Evaluability
Process information to Via Evaluation
(Program schedule, consent form procedure,
employee handbook, and data tracking
system)

Provide Evaluability Process Checklists 1
and 2 to project director

Review, sign, and submit Evaluability
Process Checklists 1 and 2 to NYSED

Complete mid-year check-in report and
review with stakeholders

Provide available program data for mid-
year check-in to Via Evaluation; Complete
interim evaluation report

Complete the Spring site visits and provide
reports to program staff

Facilitate the completion of the site visits by
providing blackout dates to Via Evaluation

Prepare, analyze, and provide reports for
program surveys

Work with the evaluator to create, review,
and administer electronic family and
student program surveys

Facilitate district data request and collect
data from BPS OSA

Via Evaluation will submit the BPS OSA data
request on behalf of UDCDA

Complete the third-party Annual Evaluation
Report

Provide available program data for end-of-
year reporting; review the Annual
Evaluation Report and submit to NYSED

Complete of Quick Facts Report Review the Quick Facts Report



Number of Respondents 28

How often do survey respondents attend the program?

What do families think of the program? 

What do families think of the after-school family programs?

University District Community Development Association at Gloria J. Parks Community Center

2018-2019 21st Century Family Feedback Survey Report

0%

0%

0%

100%

Less than once each month

A few days each month

A few days each week

Every day program is offered

Strongly Agree

89%

79%

86%

89%

93%

64%

89%

Agree

11%

21%

14%

11%

7%

36%

11%

Disagree Strongly Disagree

School-day teachers want my child to come to this 

program.

Overall, this program is good for my child.

My child enjoys attending this program.

My child is safe at this program.

This program schedule meets the needs of my 

family.

I am satisfied with the level of communication with 

program staff.

I would recommend this program to my friends 

who have children.

Usually

96%

89%

Sometines

7%

Rarely Never

My child says he/she likes program staff.

My child and I talk about this program.

Usually

75%

79%

86%

Sometines

21%

14%

11%

Rarely

7%

Never

I attend after-school family programs.

The after-school family programs are worthwhile.

I am aware of after-school family programs.



University District Community Development Association at Gloria J. Parks Community Center

2018-2019 21st Century Family Feedback Survey Report

What impact did the program have?

What would make the program better?

What family programs would be most helpful?

Extended hours ( being open when school is closed)

Daycare or extended daycare for younger kids

Workshops to increase parents' knowledge.

More enrichment programs (team sports, sewing, family field trips, etc.)

Social and Emotional learning for parents to help them understand the needs of their teen children

Staff are great and well organized

What else did families share about the program?

Awesome program

Kids love the program

Themes from qualitative responses are summarized below. Complete survey comments are included at the end of this report.

Why do families send their children to the program?

Convenient/work schedule

Good for their children and better than staying at home

Recommendation/referral to the program or parents knew someone whose children attended the program

Better food

Strongly Agree

79%

50%

62%

68%

Agree

21%

46%

38%

32%

Disagree Strongly Disagree

Since starting this program, my child has become 

interested in new areas (such as new subjects, 

sports, technology, etc.)

Since starting this program, my child has fewer 

behavior problems.

Since starting this program, my child is more 

interested in school.

Since starting this program, my child has improved 

in school.



Number of Respondents 65

How often do survey respondents attend the program?

Grade Level of Respondents

What do students think of the program? 

University District Community Development Association Program at Gloria J. Parks Commmunity Center

2018-2019 21st Century Student Feedback Survey Report (Grades 3-8)

0%

5%

19%

76%

Less than once each month

A few days each month

A few days each week

Every day program is offered

32%

20%

14%

11%

11%

3%

9%

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Missing

Yes

78%

56%

81%

70%

75%

35%

78%

60%

26%

80%

78%

78%

Kind of

17%

22%

17%

24%

17%

43%

21%

24%

20%

20%

22%

21%

Not Really

5%

22%

6%

8%

22%

16%

54%

I like coming to this program.

I tell my friends to come to this program.

Staff at this program listen to me.

I feel safe at this program.

Staff at this program care about me.

Students in this program are nice to each other.

Activities in this program are fun.

I can exercise or do sports activities in this program.

I like the food in this program.

Staff at the program treat me well.

Staff at the program help me.

If I can, I want to come back to this program next year.



University District Community Development Association Program at Gloria J. Parks Commmunity Center

2018-2019 21st Century Student Feedback Survey Report (Grades 3-8)

What impact did the program have?

Activities/Enrichments (gym, Math, Sports)

Friends

It's fun

Play outside

What else did students share about the program?

Better food

Attend school's program

It's fun

Teachers

What would students do after school if they didn't attend the program?

Go home

Watch T.V.

Better food

More field trips

What do students like best about the program?

Themes from qualitative responses are summarized below. Complete survey comments are included at the end of this report.

What would make the program better?

78% 21%

Yes

59%

73%

70%

63%

62%

56%

Kind of

27%

19%

23%

27%

21%

32%

Not Really

14%

8%

6%

11%

16%

13%

I come to school more often so I can go to this program.

I learn new things in this program.

This program helps me do better in school.

Coming to this program has helped me to learn I can do 

things I didn’t think I could do before.

Coming to this program has helped me to feel I am 

better at handling whatever comes my way.

Coming to this program has helped me make better 

decisions.
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SITE VISIT REPORT 
Modified Out-of-School Time Observation Instrument 

Gloria J. Parks Community Center 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   Provider: University District Community Development Association 

   Date: March 13, 2019 

   Time: 3:37pm-5:30pm 

Activities Observed:  

• Tutoring • 5th-6th Grade Enrichment 

• Get Physical • Gym  

 

 

When the observer arrived, all activities were taking place and the program was flowing smoothly. During 

academic activities, all students were highly engaged. Students also appeared to enjoy learning as staff members 

implemented creative learning strategies to keep them interested in ELA and Math content. Enrichment activities 

were interactive and fun-filled; and smiles and laughter were observed amongst students. Observed staff members 

were thoroughly attentive to the needs of students and ensured they remained on task. Throughout the 

observation, the Site Coordinator “walked the building” and interacted with both staff and students, and it was 

apparent that the Site Coordinator has a positive relationship with everyone.  

• The program is well organized and structured. 

• Dinner is served in each classroom in efforts to save time and to allow students to remain with their grade 

for appropriate student interaction.  

• All observed students were well-behaved, and appeared familiar with the routine and expectations of the 

program. 

 

 
 
Continue to enhance learning opportunities for students in all academic and enrichment activities 

The program offers a variety of engaging activities. Continue implementing appropriate hands-on academic and 

enrichment activities for students, and making learning fun. 
 

Continue to foster positive relationships between staff and students 

Students and staff appeared to comfortable around each other. Throughout the observation of different activities, 

staff were observed praising students for their work, as well as providing encouragement. Students also showed 

respect to staff and each other. Continue to encourage and nurture positive relationships.  
 
Ensure all activities and their times are presented on the schedule.  

With the help of the Site Coordinator and staff members, the observer was able to navigate through the program. A 

physical program schedule including all activities (academic, enrichment, and dinner), and their time & location 

would be beneficial to program visitors. Please visit the You for Youth website to review sample program 

schedules at www.y4y.ed.gov.  

Observation Summary 

Recommendations 

http://www.y4y.ed.gov/
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Observation Instrument Summary Page: Tutoring 

Location: 

GJP 
 

Observer: 

JD 

 

Observation #: 

2 

Room Number: 

- 

Date:  

3/13/119 

Start Time: 

3:37 pm 

End Time: 

3:50 pm 

Activity Type ✓ata Type of space ✓one Total participants # 

Homework Help/Test Prep  Classroom  Total Number of Participants 7 

Academics Activities (not homework)  Computer Lab  Grade Levels (ata are shaded) 

Story reading/listening  Library  K 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Visual Arts  Cafeteria  7 8 9 10 11 12  

Dance  Auditorium  Participation type ✓one 

Music  Art Room  By age or grade  

Drama  Music Room  By interest (child’s choice)  

Crafts  Hallway  All attendees (in the program)  

Sports: practicing/learning a skill  Outside Playground  Skill development ✓one 

Sports: playing competitive or non-compet. 

physical games 
 Other: _________  Skill-building  

Open, unstructured time (e.g., table games, 

internet, free play) 
 Total Staff # Skill practice/reinforcement  

Staff-assigned learning games (dominos, chess, 

etc.) 
 High School Student  Neither  

Community service  College Student/Young Adult 1 This is a homework activity  

College/Career Preparation  Certified Teacher    

Cultural awareness clubs/projects  Specialist/Other Professional 3   

Other: ____________________  Other Adult    

Primary Skill targeted, if skill-building   ✓one 

Physical/athletic  Decision-making/problem solving  

Artistic  Interpersonal communication   

Math/numeracy  Other:   

Reading/writing/literacy    
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Symbol Key: 

+   = activity was observed and is above standard 

      = activity was observed and is at standard 

-     = activity was observed and is below standard 

N/O   = activity was not observed 

N/A   = ratings for this item are not applicable 

 
 

Relationship Building: YOUTH… 

 
Are friendly and relaxed with one another. Youth socialize informally. They are relaxed in their interactions with each other. 

They appear to enjoy one another’s company. 

 
Respect one another. Youth refrain from causing disruptions that interfere with others accomplishing their own tasks. When 

working together, they consider one another’s viewpoints. They refrain from derogatory comments or actions about an 

individual person and the work s/he is doing; if disagreements occur, they are handled constructively. 


+ 

Show positive affect to staff. Youth interact with the staff, and these interactions are generally friendly interactions. For 

example, they may smile at staff, laugh with them, and/or share good-natured jokes. 

 
Assist one another. One or more youth formally or informally reach out to help/mentor peers and help them think about and 

figure out how to complete a task. This item refers to assistance that is intentional and prolonged, going beyond answering an 

incidental question. May include assisting one another with drama, dance, step, or sports techniques/moves. 

 

Are collaborative. Youth work together/share materials to accomplish tasks.  Youth are equal partners in the work. This item 

includes strategizing how to complete a product and includes planning a cohesive product or performance (e.g., a dance, a 

play, or a musical event) or winning a game. This item is different from the item above, in that it involves a joint intellectual 

effort. 

Participation: YOUTH… 


+ 

Are on-task. Youth are focused, attentive, and not easily distracted from the task/project. They follow along with the staff 

and/or follow directions to carry on an individual or group task. Noise level and youth interactions can be high if youth are 

engaged in the expected task(s). 


+ 

Listen actively and attentively to peers and staff. Youth listen and respond to each other and staff. They appear interested in 

what others have to say. They look at peers and/or staff when they speak, and they provide concrete and constructive 

feedback about ideas or actions. 


+ 

Contribute opinions, ideas and/or concerns to discussions. Youth discuss/express their ideas and respond to staff questions 

and/or spontaneously share connections they’ve made. This item goes beyond basic Q&A and refers to sharing that is part of 

the activity and within the class norms. Calling out – or disruptively talking out of turn – is not part of this item. 

 
Have opportunities to make meaningful choices. Within this activity, youth choose what they do, how they do it, and/or with 

whom they collaborate, and they experience the consequences of their choices. This item refers to genuine options, not simple 

choices such as choosing between two types of games, or two sets of homework pages. 

N/O    
Take leadership responsibility/roles. Youth have meaningful responsibility for directing, mentoring or assisting one another to 

achieve an outcome; they lead some part of the activity by organizing a task or a whole activity, or by leading a group of 

youth within the activity. 
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RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: STAFF… 

 

Use positive behavior management techniques that allow for youth to accomplish the activity’s objectives. Staff set consistent 

limits and clear behavioral standards, and these are appropriate to the age of the youth and the activity type. If it is 

necessary to discipline, staff do so in a firm manner, without unnecessary accusations, threats, or anger and there is no evidence 

of disciplinary problems. 


+ 

Encourage the participation of all. Regardless of gender, race, language ability, or other evident differences among students, 

staff try to engage students who appear isolated; they do not favor (or ignore) a particular student or small cluster of students. 


+ 

Show positive affect toward youth. Staff tone is caring and friendly; they use positive language, smile, laugh, or share good-

natured jokes. They refrain from threats, cutting sarcasm, or harsh criticism. If no verbal interaction is necessary, staff 

demonstrate a positive and caring affect toward youth. 


+ 

Attentively listen to and/or observe youth. Staff look at youth when they speak and acknowledge what youth have said by 

responding and/or reacting verbally and nonverbally. They pay attention to youth as they complete tasks and appear 

interested in what youth are saying/doing. 


+ 

Encourage youth to share their ideas, opinions and concerns about the content of the activity. Staff actively elicit youth 

ideas, opinions, and concerns through discussion and/or writing. This item goes beyond basic Q&A to fully engage with youth’s 

ideas and thinking. 

N/O    
Engage personally with youth. Staff show a personal interest in youth as individuals, ask about their interests, and engage 

about events in their lives. This goes beyond content-based discussions to include personal interest and demonstrate caring by 

the adults. 

 

Guide for positive peer interactions. The lesson structure/content explicitly encourages positive relationships/interactions 

and/or teaches interpersonal skills. May involve staff explaining, or through planned activity content, why negative behavior 

(e.g., bullying, teasing, etc.) is unacceptable and offering constructive behavioral alternatives. However, This item does not 

refer to behavior management, as described above. 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: STAFF... 


+ 

Communicate goals, purpose, expectations. Staff make clear the value and purpose of what youth are doing and/or what 

they expect them to accomplish. Activity goals/expectations may also be implicit if students are clearly on task without staff 

direction. This item goes beyond how youth are expected to behave (which would be captured above). 


+ 

Verbally recognize youth’s efforts and accomplishments. Staff explicitly acknowledge youth’s participation and progress to 

motivate them using praise, encouragement, and/or constructive guidance/modeling. (Must involve verbal statements not just 

implied affirmation.) 


+ 

Assist youth without taking control. Staff refrain from taking over a task or doing the work for the youth. They coach, 

demonstrate, or employ scaffolding techniques that help youth to gain a better understanding of a concept or complete an 

action on their own. This assistance goes beyond checking that work is completed. 


+ 

Ask youth to expand upon their answers and ideas. Staff encourage youth to explain their answers, to give evidence, or 

suggest conclusions. They ask youth ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘if’ questions to get them to expand, explore, better clarify, articulate, or 

concretize their thoughts/ideas. This item goes beyond basic Q&A. 


+ 

Challenge youth to move beyond their current level of competency. Staff give constructive feedback that is designed 

motivate youth, to set a higher standard, and meant to help youth gauge their progress. Staff help youth determine ways to 

push themselves intellectually, creatively, and/or physically. 


+ 

Employ varied teaching strategies. To engage students and/or reach those with different learning styles, staff use diverse 

instructional strategies, which may include: direct instruction, coaching, modeling, demonstrating, or others. Varied instructional 

strategies can occur simultaneously and/or sequentially within the observation period.  

 
Plan for/ask youth to work together. Staff structure activities so that youth work cooperatively to solve problems, and/or 

accomplish tasks.  This item goes beyond staff-assigned teams for competitive games and sports. In the case of staff-assigned 

teams, staff actively encourage youth to collaborate, plan, devise strategies, etc. 
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURE*: ACTIVITY… 


+ 

Is well organized. Activity has clear (implicitly or explicitly stated) goals/objectives; there is evidence of a clear lesson plan 

and process(es), and tasks can be conducted in the timeframe available. If special materials are needed, they are prepared 

and available. 


+ 

Challenges students intellectually, creatively, developmentally, and/or physically. Activity’s level of challenge is not so 

difficult that youth have trouble participating successfully and not so easy that youth complete tasks routinely, without thought, 

and become restless/disengaged. 

 
Involves the practice/a progression of skills. Activity involves practicing skills needed to complete tasks. If a long-term 

project, youth’s activity on the project provides the opportunity to apply or expand skills or techniques previously learned. 


+ 

Requires analytic thinking. Activity calls on students to think about and solve meaningful problems and/or juggle multiple 

activities or strategies/dimensions to accomplish a task. For example, the activity requires youth to think about two or more 

ideas, and/or understand and apply sequencing or patterns. This can apply to complex dance, arts, theater, or sports moves, 

routines, or strategies. 

  *The content and structure assessment is NOT completed for homework activities. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

1 Is the level of adult supervision appropriate to activity and age group? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

2 Is the work space conducive to the activity? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not?   

3 Are necessary materials available and in sufficient supply? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

 
 

COMMENTS ON THIS ACTIVITY 

In the tutoring room, the atmosphere was calm and many ELA posters/students’ work were posted around the room. Students 

were divided into four groups that focused on a variety of ELA-based skill building activities. The first group consisted of one 

staff member and two students, and they were working on words -ed or-ing endings. As the tutor helped the students, they also 

had a word cube to help guide them. In the second group, two students were playing educational games on laptops which 

concentrated on syllables and compound words. Students in the third group were having fun creating their own stories using 

site words. The three students appeared excited as they choose site words off the board to describe aspects of their stories. The 

final group consisted of a tutor and one student. The tutor did a great job reinforcing the “I before E, except after C” rule, and 

the student did well spelling words such as thief, quiet, and friend.  The tutors asked questions to check for students’ 

understanding and they were very hands-on with them. All tutors praised students for doing well, and putting forth their best 

effort. 
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Observation Instrument Summary Page: 6th/ 7th Grade Academics 

Location: 

GJP 
 

Observer: 

JD 

 

Observation #: 

2 

Room Number: 

- 

Date:  

3/13/19 

Start Time: 

3:55 pm 

End Time: 

4:16 pm 

Activity Type ✓ata Type of space ✓one Total participants # 

Homework Help/Test Prep  Classroom  Total Number of Participants 6 

Academics Activities (not homework)  Computer Lab  Grade Levels (ata are shaded) 

Story reading/listening  Library  K 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Visual Arts  Cafeteria  7 8 9 10 11 12  

Dance  Auditorium  Participation type ✓one 

Music  Art Room  By age or grade  

Drama  Music Room  By interest (child’s choice)  

Crafts  Hallway  All attendees (in the program)  

Sports: practicing/learning a skill  Outside Playground  Skill development ✓one 

Sports: playing competitive or non-compet. 

physical games 
 Other: __________________  Skill-building  

Open, unstructured time (e.g., table games, 

internet, free play) 
 Total Staff # Skill practice/reinforcement  

Staff-assigned learning games (dominos, chess, 

etc.) 
 High School Student  Neither  

Community service  College Student/Young Adult 1 This is a homework activity  

College/Career Preparation  Certified Teacher    

Cultural awareness clubs/projects  Specialist/Other Professional    

Other:   Other Adult    

Primary Skill targeted, if skill-building   ✓one 

Physical/athletic  Decision-making/problem solving  

Artistic  Interpersonal communication  

Math/numeracy  Other:   

Reading/writing/literacy    
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Symbol Key: 

+   = activity was observed and is above standard 

      = activity was observed and is at standard 

-     = activity was observed and is below standard 

N/O   = activity was not observed 

N/A   = ratings for this item are not applicable 

 
 

Relationship Building: YOUTH… 


+ 

Are friendly and relaxed with one another. Youth socialize informally. They are relaxed in their interactions with each other. 

They appear to enjoy one another’s company. 


+ 

Respect one another. Youth refrain from causing disruptions that interfere with others accomplishing their own tasks. When 

working together, they consider one another’s viewpoints. They refrain from derogatory comments or actions about an 

individual person and the work s/he is doing; if disagreements occur, they are handled constructively. 


+ 

Show positive affect to staff. Youth interact with the staff, and these interactions are generally friendly interactions. For 

example, they may smile at staff, laugh with them, and/or share good-natured jokes. 

 
Assist one another. One or more youth formally or informally reach out to help/mentor peers and help them think about and 

figure out how to complete a task. This item refers to assistance that is intentional and prolonged, going beyond answering an 

incidental question. May include assisting one another with drama, dance, step, or sports techniques/moves. 

N/O    
Are collaborative. Youth work together/share materials to accomplish tasks.  Youth are equal partners in the work. This item 

includes strategizing how to complete a product and includes planning a cohesive product or performance (e.g., a dance, a 

play, or a musical event) or winning a game. This item is different from the item above, in that it involves a joint intellectual 

effort. 

Participation: YOUTH… 


+ 

Are on-task. Youth are focused, attentive, and not easily distracted from the task/project. They follow along with the staff 

and/or follow directions to carry on an individual or group task. Noise level and youth interactions can be high if youth are 

engaged in the expected task(s). 


+ 

Listen actively and attentively to peers and staff. Youth listen and respond to each other and staff. They appear interested in 

what others have to say. They look at peers and/or staff when they speak, and they provide concrete and constructive 

feedback about ideas or actions. 


+ 

Contribute opinions, ideas and/or concerns to discussions. Youth discuss/express their ideas and respond to staff questions 

and/or spontaneously share connections they’ve made. This item goes beyond basic Q&A and refers to sharing that is part of 

the activity and within the class norms. Calling out – or disruptively talking out of turn – is not part of this item. 


+ 

Have opportunities to make meaningful choices. Within this activity, youth choose what they do, how they do it, and/or with 

whom they collaborate, and they experience the consequences of their choices. This item refers to genuine options, not simple 

choices such as choosing between two types of games, or two sets of homework pages. 

 
Take leadership responsibility/roles. Youth have meaningful responsibility for directing, mentoring or assisting one another to 

achieve an outcome; they lead some part of the activity by organizing a task or a whole activity, or by leading a group of 

youth within the activity. 
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RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: STAFF… 

 

Use positive behavior management techniques that allow for youth to accomplish the activity’s objectives. Staff set consistent 

limits and clear behavioral standards, and these are appropriate to the age of the youth and the activity type. If it is 

necessary to discipline, staff do so in a firm manner, without unnecessary accusations, threats, or anger and there is no evidence 

of disciplinary problems. 


+ 

Encourage the participation of all. Regardless of gender, race, language ability, or other evident differences among students, 

staff try to engage students who appear isolated; they do not favor (or ignore) a particular student or small cluster of students. 


+ 

Show positive affect toward youth. Staff tone is caring and friendly; they use positive language, smile, laugh, or share good-

natured jokes. They refrain from threats, cutting sarcasm, or harsh criticism. If no verbal interaction is necessary, staff 

demonstrate a positive and caring affect toward youth. 


+ 

Attentively listen to and/or observe youth. Staff look at youth when they speak and acknowledge what youth have said by 

responding and/or reacting verbally and nonverbally. They pay attention to youth as they complete tasks and appear 

interested in what youth are saying/doing. 


+ 

Encourage youth to share their ideas, opinions and concerns about the content of the activity. Staff actively elicit youth 

ideas, opinions, and concerns through discussion and/or writing. This item goes beyond basic Q&A to fully engage with youth’s 

ideas and thinking. 


+ 

Engage personally with youth. Staff show a personal interest in youth as individuals, ask about their interests, and engage 

about events in their lives. This goes beyond content-based discussions to include personal interest and demonstrate caring by 

the adults. 


+ 

Guide for positive peer interactions. The lesson structure/content explicitly encourages positive relationships/interactions 

and/or teaches interpersonal skills. May involve staff explaining, or through planned activity content, why negative behavior 

(e.g., bullying, teasing, etc.) is unacceptable and offering constructive behavioral alternatives. However,  This item does not 

refer to behavior management, as described above. 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: STAFF... 

 
Communicate goals, purpose, expectations. Staff make clear the value and purpose of what youth are doing and/or what 

they expect them to accomplish. Activity goals/expectations may also be implicit if students are clearly on task without staff 

direction. This item goes beyond how youth are expected to behave (which would be captured above). 


+ 

Verbally recognize youth’s efforts and accomplishments. Staff explicitly acknowledge youth’s participation and progress to 

motivate them using praise, encouragement, and/or constructive guidance/modeling. (Must involve verbal statements not just 

implied affirmation.) 


+ 

Assist youth without taking control. Staff refrain from taking over a task or doing the work for the youth. They coach, 

demonstrate, or employ scaffolding techniques that help youth to gain a better understanding of a concept or complete an 

action on their own. This assistance goes beyond checking that work is completed. 


+ 

Ask youth to expand upon their answers and ideas. Staff encourage youth to explain their answers, to give evidence, or 

suggest conclusions. They ask youth ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘if’ questions to get them to expand, explore, better clarify, articulate, or 

concretize their thoughts/ideas. This item goes beyond basic Q&A. 


+ 

Challenge youth to move beyond their current level of competency. Staff give constructive feedback that is designed 

motivate youth, to set a higher standard, and meant to help youth gauge their progress. Staff help youth determine ways to 

push themselves intellectually, creatively, and/or physically. 


+ 

Employ varied teaching strategies. To engage students and/or reach those with different learning styles, staff use diverse 

instructional strategies, which may include: direct instruction, coaching, modeling, demonstrating, or others. Varied instructional 

strategies can occur simultaneously and/or sequentially within the observation period.  

 
Plan for/ask youth to work together. Staff structure activities so that youth work cooperatively to solve problems, and/or 

accomplish tasks.  This item goes beyond staff-assigned teams for competitive games and sports. In the case of staff-assigned 

teams, staff actively encourage youth to collaborate, plan, devise strategies, etc. 
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURE*: ACTIVITY… 

 
Is well organized. Activity has clear (implicitly or explicitly stated) goals/objectives; there is evidence of a clear lesson plan 

and process(es), and tasks can be conducted in the timeframe available. If special materials are needed, they are prepared 

and available. 


+ 

Challenges students intellectually, creatively, developmentally, and/or physically. Activity’s level of challenge is not so 

difficult that youth have trouble participating successfully and not so easy that youth complete tasks routinely, without thought, 

and become restless/disengaged. 

 
Involves the practice/a progression of skills. Activity involves practicing skills needed to complete tasks. If a long-term 

project, youth’s activity on the project provides the opportunity to apply or expand skills or techniques previously learned. 

 

Requires analytic thinking. Activity calls on students to think about and solve meaningful problems and/or juggle multiple 

activities or strategies/dimensions to accomplish a task. For example, the activity requires youth to think about two or more 

ideas, and/or understand and apply sequencing or patterns. This can apply to complex dance, arts, theater, or sports moves, 

routines, or strategies. 

  *The content and structure assessment is NOT completed for homework activities. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

1 Is the level of adult supervision appropriate to activity and age group? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

2 Is the work space conducive to the activity? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not?   

3 Are necessary materials available and in sufficient supply? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

 
 

COMMENTS ON THIS ACTIVITY 

When the observer walked into the room, students were sitting in a circle with a staff member writing in their journals.  Then 

the staff member went around to each student and asked, “What’s good?” Students shared their thoughts in the form of poetry, 

by rapping with instrumental music playing, and simply engaging in straight-forward dialogue. Students opened up about their 

future, school life, and their personal life. For example, students shared what they wanted to become in life, that their grades 

improved, grandmother was in the hospital, and that their sister was accepted into college. Students were observed supporting 

each other, and commenting in a positive manner regarding each other’s responses. Both the staff member and students 

appeared comfortable around each other. The staff member also appeared to be very invested in each student as he asked 

further questions about what they shared in caring manner. The staff member told students how important they were to him, 

and how he was happy that they were able to meet his significant other. He really connected to students and was able to relate 

to each student in a special way. After all students shared their thoughts, the staff member wrapped up the activity be telling 

students what they would be doing the following day. Once students were dismissed, the staff member explained to the 

observer that once every three weeks, the academic activity focuses on students writing in a way that explores and supports 

their mental health. 
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Observation Instrument Summary Page: Get Physical 

Location: 

GJP 
 

Observer: 

JD 

 

Observation #: 

2 

Room Number: 

 - 

Date:  

3/13/19 

Start Time: 

4:55pm 

End Time: 

5:10 pm 

Activity Type ✓ata Type of space ✓one Total participants # 

Homework Help/Test Prep  Classroom  Total Number of Participants 5 

Academics Activities (not homework)  Computer Lab  Grade Levels (ata are shaded) 

Story reading/listening  Library  K 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Visual Arts  Cafeteria  7 8 9 10 11 12  

Dance  Auditorium  Participation type ✓one 

Music  Art Room  By age or grade  

Drama  Music Room  By interest (child’s choice)  

Crafts  Hallway  All attendees (in the program)  

Sports: practicing/learning a skill  Outside Playground  Skill development ✓one 

Sports: playing competitive or non-compet. 

physical games 
 Other:   Skill-building  

Open, unstructured time (e.g., table games, 

internet, free play) 
 Total Staff # Skill practice/reinforcement  

Staff-assigned learning games (dominos, chess, 

etc.) 
 High School Student  Neither  

Community service  College Student/Young Adult  This is a homework activity  

College/Career Preparation  Certified Teacher    

Cultural awareness clubs/projects  Specialist/Other Professional 1   

Other: Exercise-physical fitness  Other Adult    

Primary Skill targeted, if skill-building   ✓one 

Physical/athletic  Decision-making/problem solving  

Artistic  Interpersonal communication  

Math/numeracy  Other: ____________________________________  

Reading/writing/literacy    
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Symbol Key: 

+   = activity was observed and is above standard 

      = activity was observed and is at standard 

-     = activity was observed and is below standard 

N/O   = activity was not observed 

N/A   = ratings for this item are not applicable 

 
 

Relationship Building: YOUTH… 

 
Are friendly and relaxed with one another. Youth socialize informally. They are relaxed in their interactions with each other. 

They appear to enjoy one another’s company. 

 
Respect one another. Youth refrain from causing disruptions that interfere with others accomplishing their own tasks. When 

working together, they consider one another’s viewpoints. They refrain from derogatory comments or actions about an 

individual person and the work s/he is doing; if disagreements occur, they are handled constructively. 


+ 

Show positive affect to staff. Youth interact with the staff, and these interactions are generally friendly interactions. For 

example, they may smile at staff, laugh with them, and/or share good-natured jokes. 


+ 

Assist one another. One or more youth formally or informally reach out to help/mentor peers and help them think about and 

figure out how to complete a task. This item refers to assistance that is intentional and prolonged, going beyond answering an 

incidental question. May include assisting one another with drama, dance, step, or sports techniques/moves. 

 

Are collaborative. Youth work together/share materials to accomplish tasks.  Youth are equal partners in the work. This item 

includes strategizing how to complete a product and includes planning a cohesive product or performance (e.g., a dance, a 

play, or a musical event) or winning a game. This item is different from the item above, in that it involves a joint intellectual 

effort. 

Participation: YOUTH… 


+ 

Are on-task. Youth are focused, attentive, and not easily distracted from the task/project. They follow along with the staff 

and/or follow directions to carry on an individual or group task. Noise level and youth interactions can be high if youth are 

engaged in the expected task(s). 


+ 

Listen actively and attentively to peers and staff. Youth listen and respond to each other and staff. They appear interested in 

what others have to say. They look at peers and/or staff when they speak, and they provide concrete and constructive 

feedback about ideas or actions. 

 
Contribute opinions, ideas and/or concerns to discussions. Youth discuss/express their ideas and respond to staff questions 

and/or spontaneously share connections they’ve made. This item goes beyond basic Q&A and refers to sharing that is part of 

the activity and within the class norms. Calling out – or disruptively talking out of turn – is not part of this item. 

 
Have opportunities to make meaningful choices. Within this activity, youth choose what they do, how they do it, and/or with 

whom they collaborate, and they experience the consequences of their choices. This item refers to genuine options, not simple 

choices such as choosing between two types of games, or two sets of homework pages. 

 
Take leadership responsibility/roles. Youth have meaningful responsibility for directing, mentoring or assisting one another to 

achieve an outcome; they lead some part of the activity by organizing a task or a whole activity, or by leading a group of 

youth within the activity. 
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RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: STAFF… 

 

Use positive behavior management techniques that allow for youth to accomplish the activity’s objectives. Staff set consistent 

limits and clear behavioral standards, and these are appropriate to the age of the youth and the activity type. If it is 

necessary to discipline, staff do so in a firm manner, without unnecessary accusations, threats, or anger and there is no evidence 

of disciplinary problems. 


+ 

Encourage the participation of all. Regardless of gender, race, language ability, or other evident differences among students, 

staff try to engage students who appear isolated; they do not favor (or ignore) a particular student or small cluster of students. 


+ 

Show positive affect toward youth. Staff tone is caring and friendly; they use positive language, smile, laugh, or share good-

natured jokes. They refrain from threats, cutting sarcasm, or harsh criticism. If no verbal interaction is necessary, staff 

demonstrate a positive and caring affect toward youth. 


+ 

Attentively listen to and/or observe youth. Staff look at youth when they speak and acknowledge what youth have said by 

responding and/or reacting verbally and nonverbally. They pay attention to youth as they complete tasks and appear 

interested in what youth are saying/doing. 

 
Encourage youth to share their ideas, opinions and concerns about the content of the activity. Staff actively elicit youth 

ideas, opinions, and concerns through discussion and/or writing. This item goes beyond basic Q&A to fully engage with youth’s 

ideas and thinking. 

 
Engage personally with youth. Staff show a personal interest in youth as individuals, ask about their interests, and engage 

about events in their lives. This goes beyond content-based discussions to include personal interest and demonstrate caring by 

the adults. 

 

Guide for positive peer interactions. The lesson structure/content explicitly encourages positive relationships/interactions 

and/or teaches interpersonal skills. May involve staff explaining, or through planned activity content, why negative behavior 

(e.g., bullying, teasing, etc.) is unacceptable and offering constructive behavioral alternatives. However, This item does not 

refer to behavior management, as described above. 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: STAFF... 

 
Communicate goals, purpose, expectations. Staff make clear the value and purpose of what youth are doing and/or what 

they expect them to accomplish. Activity goals/expectations may also be implicit if students are clearly on task without staff 

direction. This item goes beyond how youth are expected to behave (which would be captured above). 


+ 

Verbally recognize youth’s efforts and accomplishments. Staff explicitly acknowledge youth’s participation and progress to 

motivate them using praise, encouragement, and/or constructive guidance/modeling. (Must involve verbal statements not just 

implied affirmation.) 


+ 

Assist youth without taking control. Staff refrain from taking over a task or doing the work for the youth. They coach, 

demonstrate, or employ scaffolding techniques that help youth to gain a better understanding of a concept or complete an 

action on their own. This assistance goes beyond checking that work is completed. 

N/O    
Ask youth to expand upon their answers and ideas. Staff encourage youth to explain their answers, to give evidence, or 

suggest conclusions. They ask youth ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘if’ questions to get them to expand, explore, better clarify, articulate, or 

concretize their thoughts/ideas. This item goes beyond basic Q&A. 


+ 

Challenge youth to move beyond their current level of competency. Staff give constructive feedback that is designed 

motivate youth, to set a higher standard, and meant to help youth gauge their progress. Staff help youth determine ways to 

push themselves intellectually, creatively, and/or physically. 

 
Employ varied teaching strategies. To engage students and/or reach those with different learning styles, staff use diverse 

instructional strategies, which may include: direct instruction, coaching, modeling, demonstrating, or others. Varied instructional 

strategies can occur simultaneously and/or sequentially within the observation period.  

N/O    
Plan for/ask youth to work together. Staff structure activities so that youth work cooperatively to solve problems, and/or 

accomplish tasks.  This item goes beyond staff-assigned teams for competitive games and sports. In the case of staff-assigned 

teams, staff actively encourage youth to collaborate, plan, devise strategies, etc. 
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURE*: ACTIVITY… 

 
Is well organized. Activity has clear (implicitly or explicitly stated) goals/objectives; there is evidence of a clear lesson plan 

and process(es), and tasks can be conducted in the timeframe available. If special materials are needed, they are prepared 

and available. 

 
Challenges students intellectually, creatively, developmentally, and/or physically. Activity’s level of challenge is not so 

difficult that youth have trouble participating successfully and not so easy that youth complete tasks routinely, without thought, 

and become restless/disengaged. 

 
Involves the practice/a progression of skills. Activity involves practicing skills needed to complete tasks. If a long-term 

project, youth’s activity on the project provides the opportunity to apply or expand skills or techniques previously learned. 

 

Requires analytic thinking. Activity calls on students to think about and solve meaningful problems and/or juggle multiple 

activities or strategies/dimensions to accomplish a task. For example, the activity requires youth to think about two or more 

ideas, and/or understand and apply sequencing or patterns. This can apply to complex dance, arts, theater, or sports moves, 

routines, or strategies. 

  *The content and structure assessment is NOT completed for homework activities. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

1 Is the level of adult supervision appropriate to activity and age group? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

2 Is the work space conducive to the activity? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not?   

3 Are necessary materials available and in sufficient supply? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

 
 

COMMENTS ON THIS ACTIVITY 

In this activity, all students were enthusiastic as they prepared to start their workout. Students came to the activity in athletic-

type wear and were observed gathering yoga mats, taking off their shoes, and showing each other their cheerleading moves 

while waiting for the staff member to begin the exercise routine. The staff member then led students in a warm-up routine that 

consisted of planks and pushups. While students were engaged in the exercises, the staff member encouraged them and made 

sure their form was correct. With a partner, students begin a series of stretching exercises that was led by a certified instructor 

on YouTube. Although students were following a video, the staff member still guided students in the exercises and gave them 

tips. As students stretched, the staff member also reminded them to breath and praised them for doing well. There was on 

student that struggled a little, and the staff member was very encouraging and guided her in alternative stretches. The students 

took their workout seriously, and remained focused throughout the observation. 
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Observation Instrument Summary Page: Gym  
Location: 

GJP 
 

Observer: 

JD 

 

Observation #: 

2 

Room Number: 

- 

Date:  

3/13/19 

Start Time: 

5:15 pm 

End Time: 

5:30 pm 

Activity Type ✓ata Type of space ✓one Total participants # 

Homework Help/Test Prep  Classroom  Total Number of Participants 14 

Academics Activities (not homework)  Computer Lab  Grade Levels (ata are shaded) 

Story reading/listening  Library  K 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Visual Arts  Cafeteria  7 8 9 10 11 12  

Dance  Auditorium  Participation type ✓one 

Music  Art Room  By age or grade  

Drama  Music Room  By interest (child’s choice)  

Crafts  Hallway  All attendees (in the program)  

Sports: practicing/learning a skill  Outside Playground  Skill development ✓one 

Sports: playing competitive or non-compet. 

physical games  Other: Gym  Skill-building  
Open, unstructured time (e.g., table games, 

internet, free play) 
 Total Staff # Skill practice/reinforcement  

Staff-assigned learning games (dominos, chess, 

etc.) 
 High School Student  Neither  

Community service  College Student/Young Adult 5 This is a homework activity  

College/Career Preparation  Certified Teacher    

Cultural awareness clubs/projects  Specialist/Other Professional 3   

Other: Fashion Club  Other Adult    

Primary Skill targeted, if skill-building   ✓one 

Physical/athletic  Decision-making/problem solving  

Artistic  Interpersonal communication  

Math/numeracy  Other: ____________________________________  

Reading/writing/literacy    
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Symbol Key: 

+   = activity was observed and is above standard 

      = activity was observed and is at standard 

-     = activity was observed and is below standard 

N/O   = activity was not observed 

N/A   = ratings for this item are not applicable 

 
 

Relationship Building: YOUTH… 

 
Are friendly and relaxed with one another. Youth socialize informally. They are relaxed in their interactions with each other. 

They appear to enjoy one another’s company. 

 
Respect one another. Youth refrain from causing disruptions that interfere with others accomplishing their own tasks. When 

working together, they consider one another’s viewpoints. They refrain from derogatory comments or actions about an 

individual person and the work s/he is doing; if disagreements occur, they are handled constructively. 

 
Show positive affect to staff. Youth interact with the staff, and these interactions are generally friendly interactions. For 

example, they may smile at staff, laugh with them, and/or share good-natured jokes. 

 
Assist one another. One or more youth formally or informally reach out to help/mentor peers and help them think about and 

figure out how to complete a task. This item refers to assistance that is intentional and prolonged, going beyond answering an 

incidental question. May include assisting one another with drama, dance, step, or sports techniques/moves. 


+ 

Are collaborative. Youth work together/share materials to accomplish tasks.  Youth are equal partners in the work. This item 

includes strategizing how to complete a product and includes planning a cohesive product or performance (e.g., a dance, a 

play, or a musical event) or winning a game. This item is different from the item above, in that it involves a joint intellectual 

effort. 

Participation: YOUTH… 

 
Are on-task. Youth are focused, attentive, and not easily distracted from the task/project. They follow along with the staff 

and/or follow directions to carry on an individual or group task. Noise level and youth interactions can be high if youth are 

engaged in the expected task(s). 

 
Listen actively and attentively to peers and staff. Youth listen and respond to each other and staff. They appear interested in 

what others have to say. They look at peers and/or staff when they speak, and they provide concrete and constructive 

feedback about ideas or actions. 

N/O    
Contribute opinions, ideas and/or concerns to discussions. Youth discuss/express their ideas and respond to staff questions 

and/or spontaneously share connections they’ve made. This item goes beyond basic Q&A and refers to sharing that is part of 

the activity and within the class norms. Calling out – or disruptively talking out of turn – is not part of this item. 

N/O    
Have opportunities to make meaningful choices. Within this activity, youth choose what they do, how they do it, and/or with 

whom they collaborate, and they experience the consequences of their choices. This item refers to genuine options, not simple 

choices such as choosing between two types of games, or two sets of homework pages. 

 
Take leadership responsibility/roles. Youth have meaningful responsibility for directing, mentoring or assisting one another to 

achieve an outcome; they lead some part of the activity by organizing a task or a whole activity, or by leading a group of 

youth within the activity. 
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RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: STAFF… 

 

Use positive behavior management techniques that allow for youth to accomplish the activity’s objectives. Staff set consistent 

limits and clear behavioral standards, and these are appropriate to the age of the youth and the activity type. If it is 

necessary to discipline, staff do so in a firm manner, without unnecessary accusations, threats, or anger and there is no evidence 

of disciplinary problems. 


+ 

Encourage the participation of all. Regardless of gender, race, language ability, or other evident differences among students, 

staff try to engage students who appear isolated; they do not favor (or ignore) a particular student or small cluster of students. 


+ 

Show positive affect toward youth. Staff tone is caring and friendly; they use positive language, smile, laugh, or share good-

natured jokes. They refrain from threats, cutting sarcasm, or harsh criticism. If no verbal interaction is necessary, staff 

demonstrate a positive and caring affect toward youth. 


+ 

Attentively listen to and/or observe youth. Staff look at youth when they speak and acknowledge what youth have said by 

responding and/or reacting verbally and nonverbally. They pay attention to youth as they complete tasks and appear 

interested in what youth are saying/doing. 

N/O    
Encourage youth to share their ideas, opinions and concerns about the content of the activity. Staff actively elicit youth 

ideas, opinions, and concerns through discussion and/or writing. This item goes beyond basic Q&A to fully engage with youth’s 

ideas and thinking. 

N/O    
Engage personally with youth. Staff show a personal interest in youth as individuals, ask about their interests, and engage 

about events in their lives. This goes beyond content-based discussions to include personal interest and demonstrate caring by 

the adults. 

 

Guide for positive peer interactions. The lesson structure/content explicitly encourages positive relationships/interactions 

and/or teaches interpersonal skills. May involve staff explaining, or through planned activity content, why negative behavior 

(e.g., bullying, teasing, etc.) is unacceptable and offering constructive behavioral alternatives. However, This item does not 

refer to behavior management, as described above. 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: STAFF... 

 
Communicate goals, purpose, expectations. Staff make clear the value and purpose of what youth are doing and/or what 

they expect them to accomplish. Activity goals/expectations may also be implicit if students are clearly on task without staff 

direction. This item goes beyond how youth are expected to behave (which would be captured above). 


+ 

Verbally recognize youth’s efforts and accomplishments. Staff explicitly acknowledge youth’s participation and progress to 

motivate them using praise, encouragement, and/or constructive guidance/modeling. (Must involve verbal statements not just 

implied affirmation.) 


+ 

Assist youth without taking control. Staff refrain from taking over a task or doing the work for the youth. They coach, 

demonstrate, or employ scaffolding techniques that help youth to gain a better understanding of a concept or complete an 

action on their own. This assistance goes beyond checking that work is completed. 

N/O    
Ask youth to expand upon their answers and ideas. Staff encourage youth to explain their answers, to give evidence, or 

suggest conclusions. They ask youth ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘if’ questions to get them to expand, explore, better clarify, articulate, or 

concretize their thoughts/ideas. This item goes beyond basic Q&A. 

 
Challenge youth to move beyond their current level of competency. Staff give constructive feedback that is designed 

motivate youth, to set a higher standard, and meant to help youth gauge their progress. Staff help youth determine ways to 

push themselves intellectually, creatively, and/or physically. 

 
Employ varied teaching strategies. To engage students and/or reach those with different learning styles, staff use diverse 

instructional strategies, which may include: direct instruction, coaching, modeling, demonstrating, or others. Varied instructional 

strategies can occur simultaneously and/or sequentially within the observation period.  


+ 

Plan for/ask youth to work together. Staff structure activities so that youth work cooperatively to solve problems, and/or 

accomplish tasks.  This item goes beyond staff-assigned teams for competitive games and sports. In the case of staff-assigned 

teams, staff actively encourage youth to collaborate, plan, devise strategies, etc. 
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CONTENT AND STRUCTURE*: ACTIVITY… 

 
Is well organized. Activity has clear (implicitly or explicitly stated) goals/objectives; there is evidence of a clear lesson plan 

and process(es), and tasks can be conducted in the timeframe available. If special materials are needed, they are prepared 

and available. 

 
Challenges students intellectually, creatively, developmentally, and/or physically. Activity’s level of challenge is not so 

difficult that youth have trouble participating successfully and not so easy that youth complete tasks routinely, without thought, 

and become restless/disengaged. 

 
Involves the practice/a progression of skills. Activity involves practicing skills needed to complete tasks. If a long-term 

project, youth’s activity on the project provides the opportunity to apply or expand skills or techniques previously learned. 

 

Requires analytic thinking. Activity calls on students to think about and solve meaningful problems and/or juggle multiple 

activities or strategies/dimensions to accomplish a task. For example, the activity requires youth to think about two or more 

ideas, and/or understand and apply sequencing or patterns. This can apply to complex dance, arts, theater, or sports moves, 

routines, or strategies. 

  *The content and structure assessment is NOT completed for homework activities. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

1 Is the level of adult supervision appropriate to activity and age group? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

2 Is the work space conducive to the activity? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not?   

3 Are necessary materials available and in sufficient supply? Yes No 

     If no:  Why not? 

 
 

COMMENTS ON THIS ACTIVITY 

When the observer walked in the room, there were many staff members and volunteers engaging with students. There were 

three groups of staff playing dodgeball, soccer, and running laps. Staff did a great job playing along with students, and everyone 

appeared to be having fun. 
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